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Abstract. Designs are derived for three error-handling functions in the compact disc player: the 
first decoder in the error corrector. the interpolator and the muter. All three functions are petformed 
by autonomous processes. which interact with their environment by communication only. 
The de\ipns are derived in a transformational way, which means that the ultimate design is 
derived by applying a series of correctness-preserving transformations on an initial design. initial 
designs are fairly direct translations of functional specifications. 
A functional way of programming is applied. An automaton is ccaceived as a function from 
states to behaviours Iprocesses). where states are equivalence classes of communication histories. 
A program then consists of two parts: a function definition of the automaton and an applicatiotz 
of that function to the initial state. States are very useful in the verification of program transforma- 
tions, since they facilitate the definition of a function mapping the states of the transformed 
automaton onto the states of the original one. 
1. Introduction 
Current VLSI technologies allow the integration of complex functions on one 
circuit. The design of such circuits is only feasible if the designer can concentrate 
his efforts on the algorithmic aspects of these functions. One way of relieving the 
designer from the burden of making low-level design decisions is to provide him 
with an algorithmic design language. Designing VLSI circuits in such a language is 
a programming activity and therefore we call the resulting designs VLSI programs. 
The translation of these programs into circuit masks should be done automatically 
by a so-called silicon compiler. In such a setup the designer deals mainly with the 
algorithmic aspects of the function being implemented, whereas the compiler takes 
care of the physical aspects of a specific realization 193. 
VLSI programming is the activity of deriving VLSI proqral’r*s Porn VLSI 
specification;. -1 he specification of a VLSI circuit 433~52~ of f-.-K3 parts: a f‘tsflctional 
part that defines the output as a function of the input and a pt~fo~..~:~-e part that 
deals with aspects such as size, speed and dissipation. In most cases, one can derive 
several programs satisfying the same functional specification, but all differing in 
performance. For instance, most functions can be programmed with different degrees 
of concurrency, where solutions with a high degree are fast, but make great demands 
on area and power dissipation. Part of the VLSI programming task is to take these 
performance aspects into account [IO]. 
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Several algorithmic languages for VLSI design have been proposed [ 1,3,7]. Two 
considerations played a major role in our choice of a language. Firstly, since dealing 
with performance aspects is considered part of the programming task, the perform- 
ance of a design should be deducible from the program. This implies, for instance, 
that the grain of concurrency of a design should be indicated explicitly in the 
program. Secondly, programs in which both the exchange of information and the 
synchronization among the concurrent activities is achieved by communication only, 
have the merit that they allow synchronous as well as asynchronous realizations 
[S, 1 I]. These two considerations led to the choice of a CSP-like language [4,5]. 
2. Design methodology 
The term automaton is used for objects that engage in events, whereas the term 
process is reserved for the behaviour of such an automaton. In general, the future 
behaviour of an automaton depends on its history. Histories resulting in the same 
process are considered equivalent, and the equivalence classes thus obtained are 
called stares, An automaton can therefore be conceived as a function from states 
to processes. This view leads to a functional way of programming, in which the 
program for a process consists of two parts: a function definition of the corresponding 
automaton and an application of that function to the initial state. 
We distinguish external events and internal events, where an external event is 
either a communication or the termination of a process. Values can be associated 
with external events only. The functional (iehuviour of an automaton is obtained by 
abstracting from its internal events. 
We derive designs in a transformational way. The functional specification is first 
translated into an equivalent initial program, where two descriptions of a process 
are said to be equivalent if they describe the same functional behaviour. Such initial 
programs are therefore functionally correct, but they do not necessarily meet the 
performance requirements (they may even be non-executable). Moreover, initial 
programs can be nondeterministic, where a program is said to be nondeterministic 
if it allows different behaviours and the choice between these behaviours is not 
made by the environment. For processes P and 0, PC Q denotes that the functional 
behaviour of Q may differ from that of P only in that it is more deterministic, in 
which case we say that P specijies Q or, alternatively, that Q sutisjes P (Q is a 
correct reukution of P). P = Q denotes that P and Q have the same firnctiznz) 
behaviour, i.e. PC Q A QC I? Formal definitions of these re!atro 5 between process 
ses are given in [2,5]. This ordering between processes induces d pointwise or 
on automata with the same state space. A program transformation is called correct- 
ness-preserving if the new program satisfies the old one, and it is called behuviour- 
preserving if both programs are equivalent. 
The ultimate program fulfilling the performance requirements is derived by 
applying a series of correctness-preserving transformations on the initial program 
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and therefore the ultimate program is correct by construction. In the designs given 
below we encounter two types of program transformations: restrictions and 
behaviour-preserving state transformations. Restrictions are transformations that 
restrict the nondeterministic behaviour of an automaton. Behauiour-preseruing state 
trun.$mnations are based on homomorphisms. For two automata: M with state 
space S and M with state space S’, the function ,f from S to S’ is a homomorphisrr 
from A! to M’ if the function M is equal to the composition of M’ and .f; i.e. 
M = M’ 0.I: Fuctorizutions over equivalent states are transformations from M to M’ 
(decreasing the size of the state space), whereas re#nements are transformations 
from M’ to M (increasing the size of the state space). The original state space of 
a refinement is called the uhstruct state space. 
3. Compact disc 
In the next three sections we derive VLSI programs for simple q:ersions of three 
error-handling functions in the compact disc player: the first decoder in the error 
corrector, the interpolator and the muter. All three functions are performed by 
autonomous processes, which interact with their environment by communication 
only. In all three cases we derive a functional program, which is subsequently 
translated into a procedural form. 
On a compact disc, the audio information is recorded in two sequences of M-bit 
samples. The information on the disc is protected against not too extreme mutilations 
by a cross-interleaved Reed-Solomon encoding. Biocks of 24 8-bit symbols are first 
encoded into code words of 28 such symbols. From these code words new blocks 
of 28 symbols are formed, which are subsequently encoded into code words of 32 
symbols. The symbol sequences involved are shuffled to also cope with burst errors. 
The function of the error corrector is to undo the encoding and shuffling operations. 
Both decodings allow the correction of two erroneous symbols. In addition, it allows 
in most cases the detection of code words containing more than two erroneous 
symbols. In Section 5 we derive a program for the first decoder in the error corrector, 
which corrects only one erroneous symbol in a code word and marks other incorrect 
code words as such. The merit of this approach is that all code words containing 
two or three erroneous symbols are guaranteed to be marked as incorrect. 
hout the paper we reserve the term sample for an inteec y in 2 certain range. 
A tokm A either an error token or a valued token SWP&~~ d sample. T%z interaction 
between the error-handling modules is depicted in Fig. I. Zc. error corrector 
transforms a sequence of $-bit symbols into two sequences of tokens: the left and 
right audio channel. Each of the audio channels is provided with an interpolator 
and a muter concealing the residual errors. The interpolator transforms a token 
sequence into another token sequence by repJacing single errors by valued tokens. 
The sample values of these substituted tokens are obtained by taking the average 
of the sample values of two valued neighbours. The muter transforms a token 
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Error-handling in the compact disc pla>er. 
sequence into a sequence of samples by replacing the remaining errors by zero 
samples and attenuating the sample values on the boundaries of correct sequences 
so as to obtain a smooth transition in the output signal. 
A detailed description of the three error-handling modules in the compact disc 
player is given in [6]. 
4. Notation 
In CSP, an output operation is denoted by a port name postfixed with an 
exclamation mark and the expression yielding the value to be transferred (e.g. a!4); 
an input operation is denoted by a port name postfixed with a question mark and 
a name for the value being received (e.g. b?x). In specifications, we adopt the 
convention that for port u the variable Ia denotes the list of values subsequently 
being communicated through a. For guarded commands, we adopt the same notation 
as in [4]. In procedural programs, *[S + P] means “repeat P as long as B holds”, 
and *[P] is an abbreviation for the infinite repetition *[true + P]. 
When deriving designs we often manipulate lists. Lists are enclosed by triangular 
brackets, with () denoting the empty list. For lists s and t, the expression s-t denotes 
the list s followed by t and #s denotes the number of elements in s. For list s and 
integer n, s[ n] denotes element n in s (the list elements are numbered from 0 
upwards), s j’ n denotes the n-element head list of s and s 1 VI denotes the remaininp 
tail list. The expression (Li : n :$I i)) denotes a list with n elements, where the W~WZ 
of element i equals J(i). Formally: 
(Li:n:f(i))=[nGO+() 
un>O-,(Li:n- 1 :$( i))^(f(n - I>> 
1 
sfn=(Li:min(#s,n):s[i]) 
sJn=(Li:#s-max(O, n):s[n+i]) 
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The expression ( F-Y : P( .x )) yields a value for which predicate P holds, e.g. ( EX : x 2 0) 
yields a natural number. The expression is allowed only if (Ex :: P(X)) holds. 
Throughout the paper, the boolean operators A and v have to be interpreted as the 
asymmetric, conditional operators defined below: 
a I\ b=fla+false 1 a+b] 
a v b=[a+true 0 la-61 
ii. Decoder 
In this section, we derive a program for the first of the two decoders in the error 
corrector. The decoder repeatedly first inputs a list of 32 &bit symbols and sub- 
sequently outputs a list of 28 marked symbols, where a marked symbol is a 2.tupie 
consisting of an &bit symbol and a boolean indicating whether the symbol is correct 
or not. The subsequent part of the error corrector transforms this sequence of marked 
symbols into two sequences of tokens. The input symbols are elements in the finite 
field GF(2’). The constant a in GF(2’) is a root of the irreducible polynomial 
Xn+X4+X3+X’+I. 
Input lists are called code words and output lists are called blocks. The symbols 
in a code word can be considered as the coefficients of a polynomial of degree 31. 
The spdrome uector of such a code word is a list of four symbols. Below ‘w 
the definition of the function SJVI yielding the syndrome vector of a given cod 
F: 
syn( F) = (pof(F, I), pol( F, a), pol( F, LIZ), po!( F, f2)) 
where 
pol(F,x)=(Zi:Osi<#F:F[i]*x’) l 
The set of code words forms a 32.dimensional inear space in which the code 
words with syndrome vector (0, 0, 0, 0) form a subspace with dimension 28. This 
subspace is the space of correct code word& A code word with at most two erroneous 
symbols can be corrected by projecting it onto the subspace of correct code words. 
We have, however, chosen to correct only code words with one erroneous symbol 
and to mark the symbols from all other incorrect code words as such. 
We will now analyse the effect of one erroneous symbol on t!-e syndrome vector 
of a cad: ,vord. Let F be a correct code word a~! F ti TN% woru CM is obtained 
by adding error symbol e to the ith symbol of F. 
Fv = addsym ( F, e9 i ) 
where 
addsym(F,e,i)=(Lj:#F:[jfi+F[j] 0 j=i+F[jl+el) 
Since the function syn is linear and syn( F) equals 0, it follows from the definition 
of syn that syn( F’) = (e, e * k, e * cy2*‘, e * CU”*‘). Therefore, the error symbol e and 
the error location i can be computed from the first two syndromes: 
Since e + e = 0 in GF(Z”I, the original code word F can then be computed: 
F = cm-( F’) 
where 
For code words F with at most one erroneous symbol OK{ Fb holds, where 
if -7OK( F) holds, code word F contains more than one erroneous symbol. Code 
words with one erroneous symbol must be corrected, whereas all other incorrect 
code words must be marked as incorrect. 
We can now give a specification of the decoder. The decoder has an input port 
Q for symbols and an output port h for marked symbols. The input list of symbols 
I,, is conceived as a list of code words I.,. More precisely. for i 2 0 
l.,[i]=(Lj:32:1,,[32* i+j]) 
Block list I* is defined as a func;‘lion of I.,. 
l&) = res(l.,[i]) 
where 
res(F)=(Lj:Z8:[OK(F)-,(cor(F)[j],me) 
BlOK( FbW[j],false) 
I 
) 
The output list 1, is obtained by catenating the blocks in lR. 
1J j] = l& div 28, j mod 281 
From this specification it is easy to construct a program. In the program given 
below, we have used the fact that after each input-output sequence the error corrector 
E has the same continuation. Automaton E has two parameters: in process E(h, F), 
h is a list containing at most one boolean, and F is a symbol list. When automaton 
E is in the input phase h is empty and when the E is in the output phase h contains 
the boolean indicating 
E( 11, F) = 
[h =()-+[# 
lb+ 
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whether the list currently being output is correct or not: 
F ( 32 + a?c; E( h, F^(c)) 
F=32+ 
E((m’}, [m’ + F’ 0 --1m’+F]T28) 
where 
m’=dc32 A pol(F’,cr’)=O A pol(F’,&=O 
F’ = addsym( F, s,, d ) 
d = dis( so, pol( F, rr)) 
St, = pof( F 1 ) 
1 
~rt=!m)-*[#F>O-,h!(F[O],m); E(h, F31) 
P-=0+ EW,O) 
1 
1 
EW, 0) 
One can easily verify that the process given above satisfies the specification. Note 
that dis( pol( F, 11, pol( F, a )) < 32 implies that 
pol( COI( F ), I ) = 0 A pl( cor( F), a ) = 0. 
The program for the decoder can easily be transformed into a procedural form. 
We assume that the functions pal and dis are already described in executable form. 
F := (); 
*[*[#F<Z+a?c; F:= F^(c)] 
; s,,:= pof( F, 1); d := dis(s,,,pol( F, a)); 
; [d ==32+ F[d]:= F[d]+s,,; 
[pol(F,tr’)=O A pof(f,a’)=O+m:=rrue 
[pol(F,a’)#O v poI(F,a’)fO-, F[d]:= F[d]-+sf,; 
m := false 
1 
Id =32-+ m:= fake 
1 
; F:= FP28 
; *[#F>O+b!(F[O], m); F:= FJ 11 
1 
6. Interpolator 
The interpolator has two token ports: input port a and output port 6, The function 
of the interpolator is to transfer tokens from a to 6 while replacing siq$e errors 
by valued tokens. TTre sample values of these substituted tokens are obtained bY 
taking the average of the sample values of the two valued neighbours. To distinguish 
error tokens from valued tokens, we have chosen to represent a token by a sample 
list, where the error token is represented by the empty list and a valued token is 
represented by a one-element list containing the sample value. If the ith input token 
is an error token (l,[ i] = ()I with two valued neighbours t I,,[ i - I ] = (s) n I,,[ i + 1 ] = 
(z)), it must be replaced by a valued token with the interpolated value as the sample 
value ( lh[ i] = ((x f :)/2)). The condition above implies i > 0. In all other cases, the 
ith input token must be transferred to the output port t IJ i] = I,,[ i]). A formal 
specification of the interpolator is given below. For i 2 0, 
lh[ i] = 
[i=O w lJi-l]=() v lJi];fO v lJi+ll=O4Jil 
[i>() A l,[i- l]=(x) n l,Ji]=() h l,,[i+l]=t= 
I 
The latency of the interpolator is bounded, i.e. the difference between the number 
of input and output operations is bounded by a constant, say pn. In other words, 
as long as the difference is smaller than m, the interpolator should accept input 
operations but may refuse output operations; as soon as the difference is m, the 
interpolator should only accept an output operation. 
When constructing an initial program that is equivalent to the specification, all 
guards should be the weakest predicates satisfying the specification. From the 
specification it follows that the next output symbol depends on the input list and 
the number of preceding outputs. Automaton P therefore has two parameters: the 
first parameter IO is the input list and the second parameter i is the number of output 
oper:dtions. From the specification it follows that an input operation is allowed if 
#I, - i is smaller than m. An output operation is possible if the output value can 
be computed from the unbounded but finite list /,. The next output value can always 
be computed if #la - i 2 2. In some cases, however, the next output value can already 
be computed if #la - i equals 1. 
P(i,, 9 = 
[#I,-i<m-,a?t; P(lJE), i) 
O#l Q -ial A (i=O v lJi-l]=() v lJi]Z())+ 
b!l,[i]; P(I,, i+ 1) 
lw u -i32 A i>O h lJi-l]=(x) h lJi]=()+ 
[I,[i+ l] =()-* b!() 
&[i+ l]=(z)+ b!((x+z)/2) 
1; PU,,i+lI 
1 
pm 0) 
Note that the predicate 0~ # 6 - is m holds invariantly. The constant m must 
therefore at least be 2, since otherwise after certain input sequences none of the 
guards will be true and consequently the automaton will stop. It can easily be 
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verified that if m 3 2, process P((), 0) allows exactly the set of behaviours that is 
allowed by the specification. In other words, if m 3 2 then P((), 0) is equivalent to 
the specification. 
From the program text it follows that P((), 0) = P ((()), 1). If the latter process is 
taken as the initial process, the guards in automaton P can be simplified, since i > 0 
holds invariantly. The equivalence between these initial processes can be generalized 
to P( la, i) = P((())^l#,, i + i ). Moreover, for i BO, process P(I,, i) depends only o 
the value #l, - i and the tail of id, starting at the (i - 1 )st element. Consequently, 
P( l,,, i + 1) =rz P( 1,1J i, 1). Both equivalence relations combined give P( 6, i) = 
PQ: ((())^I,,) 1i, 1) and this relation is used to construct by factorization a finite state 
automaton P’ such that P - P' of, where 
P’( I*) = 
[#l,< m+ 1 +a?t; P’(I,^(t)) 
(#I,32 A (lJO]=() v l~[~l~o~+~!r,[tl; P’(I,11) 
[#la23 A IJO]= A lJ1]=()+[1,,[2]=()+b!() 
n1,[2]=(z)-,b!((x+z)/2} 
l;p’UiJl~~ 
I 
WO)) 
Note that in this step we have transformed an infinite automaton into a finite 
automaton. 
Automaton P’ is nondeterministic, since its guards are not mutually exclusive for 
all states. In the last transformation, we derive from automaton P’ a deterministic 
automaton P” by strengthening the former’s guards. We aim for a solution with 
minimum storage requirements. From the program it follows that the storage require- 
ments are dominated by the sample values of vafued tokens in la. It is trivial to 
derive a solution that requires the storage of three sample values. We can, however, 
strengthen the first guard so as to obtain an automaton that inputs the next symbol 
only if it cannot perform output. Note that the second and third guard in P’ are 
mutually exclusive. 
P”( la ) = 
[#I*= 1 v (#la=2 h lJO]#() A lJl]=())+a?t; P”U”*(l)) 
[#1,22 A (r,[O]=() v l,[l]#())+ b!l,[t]; SW\‘ 
OH,23 A l,[o]=<x) A l,[i]=()-+u;2~.- ;)+b!() 
01~[2]~(;j~b:(:.i+=)/2) 
I; f? LJ 1) 
I 
Since P” is obtained by strengthening the guards in P’ without restricting the fatter’s 
domain, we have P’c, P”. Note that process P “((0)) maintains the invariant 
15#1,<2 v (#la=3 A lJO]#() A l,[l]=()) 
and therefore we have constructed an automaton for which IPI = 2 holds. The invariant 
can be used to simplify the guards in P”. Moreover, since #I,, s 2 v 1,,[ I]= () holds 
invariantly, P”‘s realization merely requires two sample variables. The actual latency 
of automaton P” may vary depending on the input. Such communication patterns 
are called data-dependent. 
Below we givre a procedural program that is equivalent o process P”((()N. In this 
program, the variable I,# I _- either keeps the value G[ I] or, in the innermost loop, the 
value l,,[ 2 ]. 
7. Muter 
The function of the muter is to transform a sequence of tokens into a sequence 
of samples, where: 
error tokens are converted into zeros, 
valued tokens with 30 valued predecessors and 30 valued successors are 
converted into their sample value, 
the sample vahtes of all other valued tokens are attenuated so as to smooth 
transitions in the output signal. 
The muter has an input port a for tokens and an output port 6 for samples. For 
a valued input token (s) the corresponding output sample is obtained by multiplying 
x by an attenuation value att( d ), where d is a value from the domain 0..31 and the 
attenuation function att is a monotonically increasing function to the real interval 
[0,1] with the property that atr(0) = 0 n a~(31 ) = 1. The output list lh can be 
expressed as a function of two lists: the input list la and an auxiliary list !$ of 
attenuation arguments: 
lh[ i] = utt( ld[ i]) * sumple( 1J i]) 
where 
simple (t)=(q:t=(y)v t=()) 
Before giving a formal specification of the list l,, we first define some functions 
from token lists to natural numbers. The function j2d gives the position of the first 
error token in the token list provided the position is smaller than 31, otherwise the 
function yields the minimum of 31 and the size of the list. The function led is only 
defined for finite token lists for which it yields the .jkd of the reverse list: 
.fub)=(Minj:O~j A (j=nrin(31, #u) v t)[j]=()):j) 
I&t9 = (Minj:Osj A (.j= nlin(31, #o) v @o- 1 -j]=(j):j) 
The description of the muter given above can now be formulated 3s requirements 
for the argument list (,. where the smoothness in the output signal ~pr~~~r~~ (3)) 
is obtained by specifying that two subsequent attenuation arguments may at most 
differ by one. For i 2 0. the predicates given below should hold for argument list ltI: 
0s l,,[i] < 32 toi 
l‘,[O]G 1 h sbs~l,,[i+ I]-l‘,[i])S 1 (31 
The communication behaviour should be 3s follows: after an initial phase, in which 
m tokens are input. the muter should alternately perform output and input 
operations. 
ote that the specification does not specify the argument list ld 3s 3 function of 
the input list l,, but instead defines 3 relation between the two lists. For example: if 
l,[i-I]=() h lJi]#o n ~Ji+~l=O 
then d[ i] may either be 0 or 1. Moreover, not all extensions of the list k/ with an 
additional element 1J i] satisfying the four requirements are safe, where an extension 
is called sq#k if the resulting list c3n be extended indefinitely. For example, if 
(l,,[ i - l] = 2) A (I,[i] # {)), an extension of ld with 1J i] = 2 would satisfy all four 
requirements. Such an extension, however, would not be safe, since it would block 
the continuation if 1J i + I]= (). The reader may verify that the specification is safe 
in the sense that for any input list it 3110ws the construction of an argument list. 
in this case, the most important design step is the restriction of the nondeterminism 
in the specification of auxiliary list ld. Below, we define ld as a function of the input 
list la. The definition satisfies all four requirements and allows a realization with 
m=31: 
r,[i+l]=o(f4d(l~l(i+l)),I~[i]) . 
where 
D(,f,d)=[.f<31+max(d-1,O) 
[$~31+min(d+1,31) 
1 
By combining this formula for the list Zd with the specified communication 
behaviour, we construct an initial program with m = 31. Automaton M has three 
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The translation of the functional program given above into a procedural form is 
straightforward. 
s, 1, d := 0, 0.0; 
rc s<31-+a?f;s.l:= s~(sample(t))r %t *(I+ 1) 
s=31~d:~D(l~db;bIafC(d)*s[O];rS,I:=S~1,min(l,30b 
1 
e error-handlin functions in the compact disc 
d as functions from states t 
strived in a trans 
rams should be 
of the other. Sometimes it is convenient o express the 
maton as a function of its communication 
ata to have an infinite number of states. 
cifications can be nondeterministic, one should also altow 
t corrector has been the only module with 
ation of the interpolator the communica- 
tion pattern was nond~term~n~sti~~ whereas for the muter the relation between the 
output list and the input list wa non-functional. 
n derivations uFe have applied several kinds of correctness-preserving 
~ransfo~ations, of which the rhree that follow are the most important: 
Resrrictims restriet he nondeterminism of an automarcg. This kind of trans- 
formation is the only one resulting in a program that is not equivalent to the 
original one. Since such transformations are irreversible, the underlying design 
decisions shoul be taken with great care. 
Facf~%h9ns re behaviour-preserving sWe +-f~rnsiit~o~~(t_ that may 
decrease the size ot the state space. For any equivalence rzWFc n R on the 
states of automaton f 0 1, one cafl construct 
an automaton having the equivaience classes as its domain. By applying this 
transformation one can obtain a finite automaton n”rom an infinite one. 
Rejinements are hehaviour-preserving state transformations that may increase 
the size of the state space. The design of an autoqaton can be refined, for 
instance by decomposing one transi;ion into a sequence of transitions. 
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